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I'm Not 18 (2017) Full HD, 1 hour and 36 minutes of presentation – Full HD EM NOT 18 revolves around a story of love, friendship, rivalry between young people. Hoang - a player of the concept once and only with each girl, is involved in an unexpectedly complicated relationship with Linh Dan - a sly girl planning revenge on her ex Tony. What did Linh Dan
do to achieve his goal? What moves does Tony have to use against all these loves? When the deadline for cooperation between Hoang and Linh Dan ends, in this race, who wins - the loser? After all, will Linh Dan find happiness? At any age, youth is also experienced, moving forward. I'm Not 18 (2017) Full HD, 1 hour and 36 minutes of presentation – Full
HD EM NOT 18 revolves around a story of love, friendship, rivalry between young people. Hoang - a player of the concept once and only with each girl, is involved in an unexpectedly complicated relationship with Linh Dan - a sly girl planning revenge on her ex Tony. What did Linh Dan do to achieve his goal? What moves does Tony have to use against all
these loves? When the deadline for cooperation between Hoang and Linh Dan ends, in this race, who wins - the loser? After all, will Linh Dan find happiness? At any age, youth is also experienced, moving forward. Maybe you want to see tags: watch a movie I do not have 18 full episodes, the movie I do not have 18 episodes Full Vietsub, I do not have 18
full hd ep, Download movie I do not have 18 full episodes, watch online I do not have 18 episodes Full banhtv, film14, phimbathu, youtube, phimmoi, bilutv, hdonline, film3s, vungtv, potatotv, dongphim, vtv16, vuviphim, vietsubtv, vtvgiaitri I still have 18 full episodes , I do not have 18 episodes Full voice EM NOT 18 revolves around the love story friendships,
rivalries between young people. Hoang - a player conceived once and only with all the girls, was involved in an unexpectedly complicated relationship with Linh Dan - a sly girl planning revenge on her ex Tony. What did Linh Dan do to achieve his goal? What moves does Tony have to use against all these loves? When the deadline for cooperation between
Hoang and Linh Dan ends, in this race, who wins - the loser? After all, will Linh Dan find happiness? Inches at any age, youth is also experienced, to move forward. I'm not 18: Best Vietnamese film since early 2017? What has helped the film about the love affair of a 17-year-old sister and 35-year-old uncle very hot in recent days? Sure, it's not a comedy that
Vietnamese viewers have been bored with for a long time. Belonging to the new chick movie genre on Vietnamese screens, the atmosphere of Em No 18 is easy to make 8X viewers remember two movies or school Mean Girls and High School Musical used to be famous for basketball team, cheerleader team, ball monumental ... However, rest assured, I'm
not 18 going in a completely different way. It all started from a hot boy school Tony kissed the leader of cheerleader Yen was his girlfriend - Linh Dan discovered. Not accepting the explanation of his lover's missed kiss, Linh Dan began using the head of a valedictorian mind to plan revenge. She is determined to find a real man to break the trust of a hot boy.
The unfortunate object chosen by Linh Dan is Hoang - the famous demanding player now is different. Tricked into going to bed with a nervous beauty the next morning, the player was shocked when he found out he was not yet 18 years old. His spring is over from here, too! Owned by many overseas Vietnamese filmmakers, the first laudable point of Em No
18 is the film's bold cinema. From shooting, such as the location and change of camera angles, the colors of the film are carefully calculated. The fresh and luxurious school atmosphere of the international school is fully exploited. Sometimes, this beauty also makes the audience feel like Em No 18 is a foreign film set in Vietnam. The way to build is also very
thoughtful, helping the film circuit quickly but still easy to understand. Dialogue between father and son, friends ... as honest and entertaining, without limits or tsesh. In addition, the expensive dialogue of the film is also a bright spot that can not be ignored. Who may not be impressed by the spokesman's parents Linh Dan Wedding people can do several
times, but the ball is only once in a lifetime. Soundtrack Em No 18 is clearly invested from the soundtrack to the official OST. Even the male protagonist's phone ringtone is leveraged on instead of a boring default bell, like most Vietnamese movies ever. The song Love Is Tha Thu is currently causing a social media storm. Both the main and supporting
characters in the film are obeyed in the composition. Each person has a different type of clothing, clearly expressing their own personality. Kaity Nguyen shows off her beautiful features in a nice dress. Chau Bui has sharp eyeballs, flaming red hair, and a queen bee. Both supporting characters, such as best friend Linh Dan, two LGBT representatives at the
school also have impressive shapes. The cast of the film, though it doesn't have the look of a box office guaranteed star, was well above expectations. Kaity Nguyen is a very new and expensive discovery for the role of Linh Dan. Student face, body of a parent, Kaity perfectly suits the little girl trick old boy in the movie. Large eyes, expressing very smooth
emotions and do not imprint a false feeling when crying. In addition to natural dialogue, Kaity is measured ni shoes for linh dan character. With this natural debut role, she will be a hot name in the future. However, Kaity Nguyen's downside is that he is too fit for the character I'm not 18, worried that it will be difficult to express in other roles in the new film.
Compared to his partner, who fully fits into character, Kieu Minh Tuan is the one who surprises more. An actor who specializes in comedy becomes a girl killer. Its biggest drawback is its inappropriate appearance. Fortunately, the magic of his acting completely obscured this point. Kieu Minh Tuan's audience attracts his unfortunate journey, laughing and
crying with the character's experience without caring about Hoang's appearance. You can say that he knows his character well and shows the character character assigned very well. In contrast, Will and Chau Bui are drowned out quite worthy as a villain couple. Originally introduced as a real average girl, but instead of becoming Regina Geogre, Yen
became Sharpay Evans - fame, doing nothing really wrong. And Tony was just a boy. The star played a supporting role in Em Yet 18 with an unsomistgable performance. The most significant is the very cute father of comedian Quang Minh. After his role as a movie star in Give Me A Little Closer, he went on to have a successful character. Dad was so
psychological that viewers could only applaud without questioning the disappearance of Linh Dan's mother in the story. In addition, the role of funny female star Kathy Uyen, a close friend who is not charming with huy khanh's daughter or lawyer father recommended the child to hire wandering veteran star Nguyen Chanh Tin left a strong impression on the
audience. However, I'm not 18 also made some script errors. Too focused on the feelings of the two main characters, the film has many unresolved issues. Some of the details in the film lack logic, especially the key point of the film - the first night Hoang met Linh Dan. By no means, successful character building and feelings have somewhat filled these
weaknesses. After all, who will look at the logic of the movie Chick Flick? A director specializing in action filmmaking, starring without stars, Em No 18 is the surprise of Vietnamese cinema in 2017. A spectacular comeback in the midst of a Hollywood blockbuster season raging in cinemas proves that just the right investment, the audience is still ready for
Vietnamese films with some kindness. Laid down.
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